
HIWe are a team of 3 creative creeds, with a heart of an explorer. 
Inclusion and accessibility design have been a constant part of our 
interest. We believe in



INCLUDING THE EXCLUDED.

Discovery
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Design strategy group

This (above) is an actual visual representation of our design process. We started our journey by planning a process. 


In no time we realized that design evolves and, 





Hence, opening ourselves to new ideas and questioning each one of them was really important for us to move ahead. 

We followed a design process to reach our end goal, but with the freedom to bend it according to our need. 
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 Discovery happens throughout design process.

So, Designing for Disability fascinated us.

 

weeks of 
research

 phone & 
zoom calls

Taking Autism as our niche, we dived headfirst with our secondary research to 

understand it. Since, it started with the advent of lockdown for Covid-19, we 

followed a remote design process. For an authentic primary research we tied up 

with Special Olympics Bharat. We took interview on phone and video calls of   

people from varied professions related to Autism; from athletes, special educators, 

youth leaders, coaches to counselor and their family members. 

12 70+ 25
pan india 

interviews

Type your message here

Hi guys. Sadly we won't be able to 
research on field but remote design 
sounds fun! Let's start with searching 
online. We will combine our findings on 
Google doc and discuss?

Guys, my friend Gayatri who works for 
Special Olympics as a youth leader 
suggested us to send them a proposal 
for our research. It's a platform for 
intellectual disabilities. 

Hey all, Special Olympics Bharat 
accepted our proposal  to use their 
resources for our research

Yep, sounds cool we'll divide our 

topics.


15 Mar 2020

18 Mar 2020

There's a thing like that? Alright then 
let's write our research proposal.

Finally!!! 

Let us start working.

I am so excited to work on this.

Emoticon credits : Apple and Jessica Wlash studio



In a nutshell, prioritizing our key stakeholders helped us to narrow down 

our research and their positioning in the athlete’s  life. We also found out 

our key relationships. 

ATHLETE

ATHLETE
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SPECIAL EDUCATOR
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The key relationships :
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Taking our activity as social interaction, 
we used the activity triangle theory to help us understand 
the system in depth. 

KEY INSIGHT : 

with autism spectrum disorder

Presence of unavoidable circumstances like a pandemic, or an 

emergency situation disturbs the routine of the Athlete.

Communication, Social Interaction, and Restrictive or repetitive 
behaviors and interests of the child leads to miscommunication and 
fails to build meaningful relations with other people.




The abilities and severity of symptoms vary considerably among 
people with autism which makes every Autistic child unique from 
each other in the spectrum.


Transition strategies are basic techniques that are used to support 
autistic children moving successful from one activity to another. As 
they are prone to predictability and routine, it prepares them for the 
future.  

Insights:

Understanding system :
We started with understanding what is Autism, i.e our 

target audience. In order to understand the 

surrounding system, we made a stakeholder map of a 

child with ASD living in India. System thinking helped 

us to look broadly at the lives of the athletes.



HOW MIGHT WE?
Teach 

social skills 

build
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Find

 companionship 
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the 

unforeseen
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After analyzing our research, we started asking 

ourselves ‘how might we’ contribute in 

numerous ways to find out  core problems?

‘Every problem is an opportunity for 
design. By framing your challenge as a How Might We 
question, you’ll set yourself up for an innovative 
solution.’, via designkit.org

KEY INSIGHT : 

Taking the key words from the above exercise, we 

started taking interviews of various people with various 

roles in the Special Olympics Bharat organisation. In 

total we interviewed 25 people:

INTERVIEWS
 without making them aware of their transition.

“While attending an event like the Special Olympics  we 

would never take a child directly to another city for 

competition ”

difference in 

regional language. 

take help of google translate or hand 

gestures or even visual cues.’


‘The problem arises in communication due to the 

Overcoming that is a huge challenge for us 

as a family. But we 

creating a pattern to break the pattern. 

Important to prepare them for challenges 

‘I believe in ASD kids 

are prone to predictability and are comfortable in it. It is 

that nobody can 

foresee, like the lockdown. Hence, breaking a pattern 

becomes crucial.’

KASHMEERA, COUNSELOR

CHAMPA SAHA, EDUCATOR

AAKRITI, sibling 

ATHLETES

PARENTS

COACH

EDUCATOR

SIBLING

COUNSELLOR

YOUTH LEADERS

1 April 2020

2 April 2020

Type your message here

Design strategy group

Great! I'll schedule our appointments 
and update on calendar. 

Youth leader and siblings, Counselors

Therapist, Coaches, Educators are 
suggested profiles to interview by their 
marketing director.


Let’s use figma to document our 
findings its a great collaborative tool 
I heard.

Well few of my interviews weren't 
insightful let's see how rest goes


My three interviews are scheduled 
over zoom with educators.

I know about it too. It is easy to use.

Oh god! The Interviews were so 
wholesome! Guys don't forget to keep 
a note of it
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Framing and reframing was a critical step for us to establish 

a relationship between our raw findings and our open-ended 

problem. This not only gave us a window for innovations, but 

helped us discover the actual problem. 

INITIAL PROBLEM STATEMENT

The ASD kids have issues with communicating their feelings and often 
end up feeling lonely. This makes technology an integral part of their 
life. Majority of them use it for entertainment purposes, while only a 
small population uses social media. Most of them do not use social 
media because their parents feel unsafe, attributing to the terror of 
their kids being bullied or harassed. But social media has the potential to 
help them build their social skills, and build relations. 



How can we make ASD kids to start using social media to work on 
these skills? How can we create a safe space for them, that motivates 
these kids to participate and cherish their skills. A platform where 
they can engage with others in their community, voice their opinions, 
showcase their skills and spark conversations.


COVID-19, a pandemic which mandates social distancing and quarantine, has increased complexities for families of children with 

intellectual disabilities (ID). It raises challenges in delivering care to them. People with ID are generally dependent on people around 

them due to the nature of their disability. Their chances to contact an infected person is higher as they are in close proximity to family 

members, caretakes, or other people. This makes social distancing an impossible reality.



Nearly two months into lockdown, the problem now lies teaching them how to keep them safe and prepare them for the new world as 

the lockdown dissolves. 


NEW PROBLEM STATEMENT
We created a new problem 
statement considering the 

recent times, i.e the Covid-19 
pandemic.
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24 
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Event Name

12 
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Event Name

03
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Event Name

28
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Failures is not something to be proud of, but definitely something which  brought us to 

where we are now. Initially where we wanted to make the monkey the hero of our 

stories or where we wanted to make a social media platform we did come up with few 

trials and errors which are indeed part of the process

Illustrations are done by Arghadeep Biswas
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person on the same page.

can't 

communicate your ideas
Remote design can be daunting especially when you 

 and bring the 

 designing is not always for 
aesthetics 

During the user testing, the child found it scary whem we showed 
it to him. Then we understood that

but about simplicity and delivering your message with 
clarity.


Application is not always the solution, do think about people 
with lack of resources.



D E S I G N  C H A L L E N G E

“
”

How might we deploy e-learning methods to assist special educators, 

parents and children with intellectual disabilities to teach them social 

and emotional learning skills through visual narrative.



Identity systemWhy a learning platform 
over social media ?

Target Audience:

462BD8#

Purple 

Heart
F4CB19#

Ripe 

Lemon

E0F3FD#

Foam

F95E28#

Orange

F8F8FA#

Athens 

Gray
F89BA5#

Rose 

Bud

BUTTON 

Button Button

MENTAL AGE: 

6



TRAITS: 

Excellent athlete, lonely, anti social, tech savvy



FRUSTRATIONS: 

Abstract information overload during social 
interactions and, Adaptability



MOTIVATION:

Learning, engaging in activity



NEEDS: 

Predictability, Transition



PRABHROOP, 20



‘He is an athlete who won 
gold medal for scatting in 

Special Olympics.’

DILPREET KAUR, 49



‘She is an educator, who runs 
a special school in 

Chandigargh. She is mother 
to Prabharoop’

MENTAL AGE: 

49



TRAITS: 

compassionate, Tech savvy, Aware



FRUSTRATIONS: 

No time for herself, failing in communicating 
and understanding her child



MOTIVATION:

Teaching 



NEEDS: 

Wants the child to be occupied, Support the 
child with social interactions 


Paytone One

Typedtales
Museo Sans Rounded

ASD kids generally find it challenging to interact 
attributing to their nature, so we decided to work on 
the grassroot level. We wanted to teach them how to 
make friends rather than adding friends.

Since, the ASD is  huge making the ability and severity 
of symptoms varying considerably. Generally, their 
mental age differs from their chronological age, due 
to complex neurodevelopmental disorders. Hence, we 
chose to stick to an age group depending upon their 
mental age, i.e 3 to 10 years. This helped us make this 
platform more inclusive.



Edit  EngHin   

TypedTales

INTRODUCING

Teliram
The picturesque country has five small islands. 

Teliram is the notorious monkey mascot who 

hops from islands to islands telling engaging 

stories about new lifestyles and transitions.

The interface rules that were implemented were to Strive for 

simple, clear navigation and Indicate on each page clearly where 

the user is. One thing that was kept in mind was the typeface 

which is meant to be crisp clear and thorough and the use contrast 

between font and background plus  Use of soft, mild colors.



We have avoided buttons with icons only, except for the most 

popular action and we have allowed personalization of: • Font 

type and size. • Line-spacing. • Themes for text background and 

foreground colors.
The language used in the website is 

very simple and easy to understand. We used shorter 
sentences to make it quick to read and easy to 
navigate. 

KEY INSIGHT : 



relatable audio visual 
stories broken down into 

situations minimizing 
details 

Not everyone is good at 
English. Thus, my brother 

dithers to talk to the 
athletes from other 
states in Olympics.

My child with ASD takes 
everything literally and 

doesn’t understand 
abstract things.

I used to get bullied 
because I was always a 

slow learner in my 
classroom.

I’m a working parent,   
can't turn into special 

educator overnight 
because of COVID-19.

Children with ID are more 
visual, too much text and 
sudden transitions could 

be overwhelming.


Mentor connect tool helps 
to schedule calls with their 

educators, therapist

Speak slowly helps them 
to listen to the stories 

at their own pace.




Multilingual stories 
switching between their 

regional language and 
English makes it diverse

Upload image for ASD kids 
making stories literal by 

adding real photos

Painpoint discoveries :

Insightful feature additions

01 02 03 04 05

AN INSIGHT WHICH GAVE BIRTH TO THE SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING PLATFORM

Children with Intellectual disabilities find it 
difficult to express their emotions, hence to teach 

empathy is a challenging task

It will be funny if we say, the most important discoveries of 

this project happened in showers. But what’s true about it is 

the time we get to reflect on the stories of people who we 

interviewed. Here we present our top relections, eureka 

moments and how we incorporated them :
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After researching and talking to counselors we 

came across a CASSEL model of social and 

emotional learning which framework we decided 

to incorporate in our website along with Carol 

gray’s ‘Social stories’. Every category is 

represented through different islands and a theme 

which has different situation stories to the life of 

the children.


01

02

03

04

05

Social awareness

Self awareness

Relationship skills

Self management

Responsible 
decision-making

FIVE ISLAND THEORY :

Breathing exercises, Exercise every day, Me 

and my feelings

Whom to take gifts from? Whom to trust?

What to do if mom gets sick? Ways to protect yourself.

 How to make friends?  Say, thank you

Everyone wears wask? Wash hands everyday! Keep 

yourself healthy, Mind the gap



EVERYONE IS 
WEARING MASK?

This is just an overview of the kind of stories and narrative the stories will incorporate.

I see everyone wearing mask around me.
Repeat slowly

Repeat slowly

Repeat slowly
Repeat slowly

Repeat slowly

Mumma and papa also wears mask 

Will I also wear a mask?

Yes, we wear mask to keep us safe from the virus. 

I will wear mask to keep myself and my 

family safe.



Voice over making stories more personal to their lives,  
further can be expanded with voice morphing.

Search and edit objects from wide range of 
available library resources 

Accessibility feature for adding readability and 
legibility according the user’s preference.

Uploading photos and making your own story for 
children who understand literal stories

Audio stories with a feature to listenand repeat slowly 
letting users learn on their own pace.

For children with no access to internet or devices download 
feature letting users print or download videos could be 
incorporated by schools.

Accessibility

Upload image Download



The quote from Shane Metcalf surely sums up our experience in running 

our first remote design research in the pandemic times. By connecting to 

so many people for this project till working from three different states 

ourselves for the past 12 weeks amidst the lockdown was insightful. We 

surely believe this is not the end of our journey, but with more user 

testing, the platform has potential to grow and make it accessible to as 

many people as we could.

Remote work is this incredible invitation to 

really get good at building inclusive culture 

where there’s wide variety of types of people, 

and everyone is experiencing ongoing 

development and growth on regular basis

Concluding...

 Parents can connect to the choice of 
their mentors, educators, or therapists associated with 
TypedTales to receive guidance. 

KEY INSIGHT :


